Global Christianity and Inter-religious relations seminar, autumn 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datum</th>
<th>Tid</th>
<th>Lokal</th>
<th>Agenda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Wed 3/9 | 13-17 | B366  | **-Paper session:**  
|        |      |       | - Ulrica Fritzon (CTR) presents her dissertation chapter on the narrative room. Her dissertation project deals with a reconciliation program at a prison in Captown, South Africa, from Martin Buber’s concept of existential guilt.  
|        |      |       | - Aron Engberg (CTR) presents a section from his work on Christian volunteers in Israel (chapter 4).  
|        |      |       | - Sammeh Egyptson (CTR) paper ‘Samarbeter mellan Socialdemokratiska Broderskaprörelsen och SMR: Realpolitik, religionsdialog eller mission’ |

| Wed 17/9 | 14-17 | A127 | **Joint seminar with Systematic Theology: Paper session:**  
|          |      |      | - Marjaana Toiviainen: Reflections: Paradigms of theology of religion in Palestinian and Native North American liberation theologies  
|          |      |      | - Demaine Solomons (PhD fellow from the University of the Western Cape), presents sections from his research on reconciliation in South Africa.  
|          |      |      | - Sara Gehlin (CTR) Theological bases of ecumenical just peace endeavors |

| Wed 24/9 | 13-17 | B366 | **-Paper session:**  
|          |      |      | - Aron Engberg (CTR) presents dissertation section from his work on Christian volunteers in Israel (chapter 5)  
|          |      |      | - Hans Olsson (CTR) presents dissertation chapter from his work on Pentecostal Christians in Zanzibar.  
|          |      |      | - Helene Steed, presents section from her dissertation project.  
|          |      |      | - Henri Alava (PhD fellow from the University of Helsinki), presents a section on her dissertation project on Churches in the post-conflict society of Kitgum, northern Uganda. |

| Wed 29/10 | 13-17 | B366 | **-Paper session:**  
|           |      |      | - Aron Engberg (CTR) presents dissertation section from his work on Christian volunteers in Israel (chapter 6).  
|           |      |      | - Hans Olsson (CTR) presents dissertation chapter from his
work on Pentecostal Christians in Zanzibar.
-Magdalena Nordin (CTR): paper presentation on inter-religious work in southern Sweden

Wed 12/11  ?  ?

*Prel. Fieldwork session with History of Religions*

18-20/11

*Nordic Institute for Missiological and Ecumenical Research (NIME) doctoral days* in Oslo at Det teologiske Menighetsfakultet.
-Three days of seminars with doctoral students from the Nordic countries

Wed 3/12  14-17  A233

*Joint seminar with Systematic Theology: Paper session:*
(two, or three slots)
-Marjaana Toiviainen (CTR) presents parts from her research on native American and Palestinian liberation theologies.
-Lovisa Nyman (CTR) presents a paper discussing the theology of Catherine Keller.
-Demaene Solomons (PhD fellow from the University of the Western Cape), presents sections from his research on reconciliation in South Africa

Wed 10/12 13-17  B366

*Paper session:*
- Aron Engberg (CTR) presents dissertation section from his work on Christian volunteers in Israel (chapter 7).
- Lotta Gammelin (CTR) presents parts from her research on Charismatic Christianity in southern Tanzania.
- Helene Steed (CTR) presents section from her dissertation project.

OBS! *Texts to be presented in the seminar should be submitted to Hans Olson (hans.olson@teol.lu.se) eight days prior to the seminar.*